CIRCLE
COMPLETE SCHOOLS TRANSPORT
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

Provision of safe, timely and cost-efficient school transport can be a juggling act for council staff. Hundreds of hours can be spent
each year managing the issue of bus passes, enquiries from parents, and operator invoices. With funding constrained for many
authorities, it is vital to manage these processes quickly and affordably. This is where Trapeze’s Circle comes in.
Circle is a new way to manage schools transport processes. Developed in collaboration with existing Trapeze school transport
customers, it provides a responsive user-friendly interface designed around the specific requirements of a variety of system users
- from applications to transport officers and those who manage interactions with transport providers.
With Circle, all aspects of school’s transport can be managed from one place – and all processes are linked so that data is entered
once and flows seamlessly through all areas. Meanwhile, powerful algorithms ensure staff have the support needed to efficiently
and simply manage transport provision for passengers with complex needs.

Key Benefits
For Application Handlers

•

Self-service dramatically reduces phone enquiries and
data entry

•

Staff can prioritise time for more complex and valuable
tasks

•

User-friendly, workflow-based interfaces save time and
minimise errors

•

Dashboards show summaries at a glance

For the Authority

•
•

Cloud-based software: fast implementation
Streamlined workflows save time for all users

For Taxi/Bus Operators

•

Timely and accurate payment for services

For Transport Officers

•
•
•
•

For Pupils

Invoices filed quickly and accurately
Simple allocation and management of transport
Reduce time spent managing enquiries
Faster payment processing

•

Children with a range of special needs are catered for

Overview
Application Entry
Parents fill out applications electronically which is uploaded
directly onto the authority’s system, minimising inputting
errors.

Invoicing
Financial communications and invoices are sent directly via
the system and transport operators are paid on time, every
time.

Contracts
Eligibility
Plan eligibility for both the current year and new school
years.

Students
Management of student details including transport
requirements, travel plans and contract assignments.

Full management of contract costs for multiple cost types
and full financial reporting including cost forecasting and
automatic cost apportionment.

Operators
Management of operator details, vehicle type, contracts,
tender details, and insurance details.

Reporting

Establishments
Management of establishment details, including opening
times, term pattens, occasional days and customer
assignments.

KPI Dashboard reporting including drill downs, customazable
dashboards and adhoc report designer.
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